
 HILO MAUI CUP SELECTION CRITERIA & POLICIES 

 TEAM MEMBER SELECTION CRITERIA 
 1.  Current Year Member:  Player must be a registered and  paid BIJGA member in the same 

 year of the Hilo Maui Cup. Boys & Girls Age Groups: 11-12, 13-14, and 15-18 

 2.  In Good Standing  : Players/Members must be in good  standing with the BIJGA 
 Membership Rules. Click on link to review  Membership  Rules 

 3.  Participation:  Participate in at least one BIJGA Tournament,  one BIJGA Club Play and 
 one BIJGA Event (General Meetings, Workshops, Clinics, Community Service and BIJGA 
 Service) 

 4.  BIJGA Event Points - Highest Earners:  BIJGA members  will have the opportunity to 
 earn event points for participation in BIJGA Tournaments, Club Play, and Other sponsored 
 events (see #3 Participation) between January 1st and August 31st of any given year. 
 These BIJGA Event Points will be tallied for each member/participant on September 1st to 
 determine rankings for HMC team selection. 

 5.  Team Selection:  Members who meet the criteria above  and are the highest ranked player 
 in their respective divisions will be invited to join the BIJGA HMC Team. If initial invitees 
 turn down the invite or is unable to commit to the post selection requirements (see criteria 
 #6), invitations will be offered to the next highest ranked players. 
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 6.  Post-Selection Team Member Requirements: 
 ●  Team members must attend scheduled practices (dates, location, TBA) 
 ●  Team members must be able to travel  to Maui (when HMC is hosted by MJGA) with the 

 BIJGA Team 
 ●  Team members, parents and/or guardians will agree to support and assist with the agreed 

 accommodation plan during the HMC on Hawai'i Island and/or  Maui. Please  Note: As of 
 January 2023 the accommodation policies and plans for the HMC are being reviewed and 
 revised to ensure safety and protection for all participants. The plans and policies will be in 
 place prior to selection of the team. 

 OTHER HMC Criteria POLICIES & INFORMATION: 

 Age Group:  The following criteria will be used to  determine which age group a member will be 
 placed in for the HMC event: 

 1.  If all the member’s points were earned in the same age group, then the player will be 
 placed in that age group for the HMC event team selection process. 

 ○  Example: Johnny is 9yo and will turn 10 in October. Since all the events Johnny 
 played in were in the 9-10 age group, he was considered for the Boys 9-10 HMC 
 team. 

 ○  Example: Sheila is 10yo and will turn 11 in October. Since all of Sheila’s points 
 were earned in the 9-10 age group she will be considered for the Girls 9-10 HMC 
 team even though she will be 11 at the time of the HMC event. 

 2.  If a member earned points in the two age groups because they transitioned to an older age 
 group during the point earning period AND the member is born during the period Jan 1st to 
 July 15th, then the player will be placed in the older age group for the HMC event team 
 selection process. As previously stated, all points accumulated shall count towards a 
 member’s HMC standing regardless of the age group they were earned in. 

 ○  Example: Heather turned 13yo in March. Heather played in three events before her 
 birthday in the 11-12 age group earning 20pts and then played four events after 
 her birthday in the 13-14 age group earning 25pts. Heather will be considered for 
 the Girls 13-14 HMC Team with a total of 45 pts. 

 3.  If a member earned points in two age groups because they transitioned to an older age 
 group during the points earning period AND the member is born during the period 
 beginning July 16th and ending on Dec 31st, then the player will be placed in the younger 
 age group for the HMC Team selection process. As previously stated, all points 
 accumulated shall count towards a member’s HMC standing regardless of the age group 
 they were earned in. 

 ○  Example: Samantha turned 15yo on Aug 7th. Samantha played in five events 
 before her birthday in the 13-14 age group earning 40 points and then played two 
 events after her birthday in the 15-18 age group earning 10pts. Samantha will be 
 considered for the Girls 13-14 HMC Team with a total of 50pts 

 . 
 TIE BREAKER:  In the event that there is a tie in point  totals, the following tie- breakers will be 
 applied: 

 ●  Highest participation (i.e. most events entered) 
 ●  Lowest score in the most recent event that both members played in AND that was for the 
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 same number of holes played. 

 ●  If a tie still exists, the next most recent event scores will be compared. This will continue 
 until the tie is broken or there are no events left to compare. 

 ●  If a tie still exists, the age group captain shall determine the final tie breaker. 

 For each age group, the Age Group Captain will contact and invite the two members with the 
 highest point totals to be part of the team. In the case where the invitation is declined, the next 
 highest point earner will be invited until there are two confirmed participants representing the 
 members with the highest point totals that are willing to participate. After selection of these two 
 players, the remaining two team members will be selected by Captain’s pick. 

 This documentation was revised  from the Hilo Maui Cup Policy created on April 15, 2015 
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